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””Over the past decade, the Musculoskeletal Function 
Assessment (MFA) instrument has been developed 
and used as one of the primary generic 
musculoskeletal functional assessment tools, in part 
because of its validity, reliability, and responsiveness.

Despite the numerous publications reporting the 
MFA/SMFA, we are unaware of any publications 
that have used those results to subsequently 
affect patient care.”

-
- Barei, David P MD, FRCSC; Agel, Julie MA; 
Swiontkowski, Marc F MD,Journal of Orthopaedic 
Trauma:November/December 2007 - Volume 21 -
Issue 10 - pp 738-742 
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An integrated system to support outcome-
based medical research and transform it 
into patient-centered, evidence-based 

medical practice  
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When a form is scored, the individual question is lost

When the scores are averaged, the individual score is lost

If all of the information is retained, it is too complex to 
understand quantitatively    

Modern developments in computer science, both in hardware 
and in software,  now provide ways beyond descriptive 
statistics to tame the complexity of large data sets  
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Fit the workflow of the practice

Low personnel overhead

Easy on patient

E-consents

Registsry Outlook: get everybody

Support Collaborative projects

Multiple Form Styles
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OBERD TOOL: CAPTURE RELEVANT 
DATA ON EVERY PATIENT

Oberd chose the “Software as a Service”  (SaaS) Model

Provide  IT outsourcing to doctors offices 

Security, Privacy, HIPAA
Software to support the goal patient-centric practice
Integrate with existing systems
Data collection, storage, and analysis
Physician owns the data

Modular EHR Certifications
QCDR/MIPS
11 Issued Patents
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The goal of patient compliance led us to CAT

We have some internal CAT projects,  but we rather 
quickly saw the benefits of using Promis

We were not initially led to Promis by our clients, so 
we found ourselves in the clutches of inexorable 
laws of innovation resistance
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